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l/f Fluctuations in a Non-Hyperbolic System 
School of Science and Engineering， Waseda University 
Tomoshige Miyaguchi 1 
A new dynamical system which is non-hyperbolic and area-preserving is introduced. Through 
numerical simulation， it is found that this system exhibits 1/ j'l自uctuationsand the value of the 





The dynamical system we consider here is a formationゆ(x).It is also important that this 
piecewise linear map shown in Fig. 1. This map system can be easi1y extended to 2・dimensiona1
仰): [0，1]→ [0，1] consists ofthe ir血1Itenum- area-preserving rp.ap， whose dynamics of the 
ber of the linear segments; the circles plotted expanding direction is given by the mapφ(x). 
in Fig. 1 indicate endpoints of the linear seg- This relation between 1D mapゆ(x)and its 
ments. This 1-dimensional mapゆ(x)can be area-preserving extension is the same部 that
β 
approximated as follows: ゆ(x)~ x十C_xs-1 between the Bernoulli and the baker transfor-
when x ¥0， whileゆ(x)~ C+(x -1/2)午 mations.
whenx ¥1/2， where s isa system parameter 
and C土 arepositive constants. The structure 
of this map in the vicinity of x = 0 issimilar 
to that of the Pomeau-Manneville (PM) map 
near its indi百'erentfixed point. Actually， the 
left p制 (x< 1/2) of the mapゆ(x)is the same 
as that of the piecewise linear PM map ana-
lyzed by Tasaki and Gaspard [1]. On the other 
hand， the right part (x > 1/2) is di百'erentfrom 
that of the PM map in that the derivative of 





portant that this singular structure makes the Figure 1: The piecewise linear mapゆ(x).The 









2 N umerical results 
Fig. 2(a) shows power spectral densities S(f) of time series x(t) produced by the mapφ(x)邸
x(t+1) =φ(x(t)). They exhibit clear 1/ fγscalings in a low仕equencyregion; Fig. 2(b) displays 
the scaling exponentγof tlie power spectrum S(f) rv 1/ fγas a function of the exponent β. And 
1 show the theoretical prediction by a dashed lir則 nFig. 2(b) which is obtained by calculati時 the
eigenvalues of the Frobe凶 1S-Perron operator of the mapゆ(x)(The derivation will be reported 
elsewhere [2].). Obviously， the numerical results show a good agreement with the theoretical 
prediction. 
It is worth noting that a1though these numerical calculations are for 1D mapゆ(x )， this system 
can be extended to the 2D area-preserving map as discussed above; therefore this area-preserving 
extension ofゆ(x)has also long time correlations. 
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Figure 2: (a) The power spectral densities (PSDs) of x(t) (log-log plot) for four di証'erentvalues 
of the exponent β:β=1ム1.5，1.7， 2.0. (b) The scaling exponentγof the PSD S(f) rv 1/ fヴ
as a function of the exponent s. The circles are the numerical. results obtained by least squ紅e
fitting in a low frequency region (below f = 10-4) of the PSDs S(f); and the d加 hedline is the 
theoretical prediction. 
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